TIE DOWN ROPING

- [Page 108] Rulebook Correction – Scoring and Penalties #13 should be deleted – Old rule and no longer in effect. Reference page 107, Event Rules #11.

GROUND RULES FOR NATIONAL FINALS

BULL RIDING – HIGH SCHOOL & JUNIOR HIGH

- [Page 96] – Equipment #4: All contestants must wear functional helmet appropriate for bull riding, with attached full facemask with chin strap, no defects. It is up to the contestant and his parents or legal guardian to select headgear that satisfies the foregoing and meets safety criteria appropriate for bull riding. The NHSRA or state/province or country sponsoring the event reserves the right, in its discretion, to exclude any contestant that it believes is not adequately protected, but in no event shall the NHSRA or state/province or country sponsoring the event be responsible for a failure of the selected headgear.

JUNIOR HIGH BAREBACK RIDING

- [Page 83] – Re-Rides Add #11: If a steer is a sulking animal, it may be drawn out of the 1st run of cattle, but may be put back in the 2nd run or each succeeding run from where the draw occurred.

- [Page 85] – Equipment #14: All contestants must wear functional helmet appropriate for bareback riding, with attached full facemask with chin strap, no defects. It is up to the contestant and his parents or legal guardian to select headgear that satisfies the foregoing and meets safety criteria appropriate for bareback riding. The NHSRA or state/province or country sponsoring the event reserves the right, in its discretion, to exclude any contestant that it believes is not adequately protected, but in no event shall the NHSRA or state/province or country sponsoring the event be responsible for a failure of the selected headgear.
[Page 92] – Re-Rides Add #12: If a steer is a sulking animal, it may be drawn out of the 1st run of cattle, but may be put back in the 2nd run or each succeeding run from where the draw occurred.

[Page 93] – Equipment #4: All contestants must wear functional helmet appropriate for saddle bronc riding, with attached full facemask with chin strap, no defects. It is up to the contestant and his parents or legal guardian to select headgear that satisfies the foregoing and meets safety criteria appropriate for saddle bronc riding. The NHSRA or state/province or country sponsoring the event reserves the right, in its discretion, to exclude any contestant that it believes is not adequately protected, but in no event shall the NHSRA or state/province or country sponsoring the event be responsible for a failure of the selected headgear.